To fellow B N I Members
As you know my name is Charles Golden and today I will show
you why I am a good referral for you.
Like the other passionate small business owners I see in this
room; I take great pride in my work and strive to go above the
expectations of my customers. Here are just a few of the things
about Golden Good Air that makes us different from our
competition. I don’t over schedule services so I am always on
time. Before each job I ask customers for any special
instructions because we know that no two homes are the same.
After every job I conduct a walk through with the customer to
ensure every thing up to their standards.

Clothes Dryer Vents Fire : The #1 Cause of House Fires!

You probably have heard it a million times: the build up of lint in a dryer vent can cause a fire. So you religiously
clean out the lint screen after each load of laundry and think that you’re averting the risk.
The reality is that while you are reducing the risk, you’re not eliminating it because those lint screens are only
catching roughly 25% of the lint. The remaining 75% goes into the dryer vent and sticks to the walls. And that’s all
part of what makes dryer vent fires the NUMBER ONE CAUSE OF HOME FIRES.

If you want to make sure you have safe and efficient dryer vent, you
have to address these issues related to the dryer.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dryer is not pushed back to far and crushing the flex hose
Flex hose is up to code (ie. Plastic vent hoses)
The pipe coming out of the wall is the correct length
The flex hose behind the dryer is not to long
The dryer is not full of lint
The lint screen is clean

Warning signs of a clogged dryer vent:
1. It takes a long time for close to dry. You have to restart your dryer several times to dry a
load.
2. Your dryer get very hot. To hot to touch.
3. Your dryer smells like it burning.
What makes us Golden:
My company has been servicing dryer vents for over 10yrs – experience
1.
2.
3.
4.

We start at the top to verify there is a hole in the roof for the dryer vent
Brush the vent from one end to the other
Decide whether making alterations/install a new vent run is necessary
We clean up after each job

Annual Chimney Sweeping is necessary to reduce the
chance of a house fire. Sweeping removes soot build up
and creosote from the chimney walls. Extended chimney
fires can reach temperatures high enough to reignite
creosote inside the chimney flue creating a much hotter fire
than usual.
The first thing we do is a level one inspection to check that
the chimney walls are in a good condition free of structural
damage. Then we mask the chimney off and send a brush
down the flue to knock debris into the vacuum below. Next
we clean the fireplace and surrounding areas making sure
that the area is more clean than when we first arrived.

Our inspection looks for the following:
chimney cap – A cap stop deterioration of the inside of your chimney from rain, win, the elements. Also stops hot
ashes form getting on you Nabors roof.
Crown –

Large cracks Deterioration

Flue Liner- Cracks Deterioration
FIREPLACE:
Smoke Chamber -

Cracks deterioration

Smoke Damage -

check size of fire box

Damper

make sure it working If it should be remove gas fireplace.

-

Heat Reflector Log lighter

Ash dump /Clean out door

Indoor air quality can be up to 10 times worse than out door air! When outside dust and pollen make their
way into a home the a/c system just re-circulates the particles through out the homes, accumulating
inside air vents until manually removed. That’s where we come in!
Air ducts should be cleaned every 3-5 years to assure good air quality. Not only do we service the system
in depth but we also let the customer in on some hints to maintaining a clean air system.

What Air Duct cleaning entails:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our service includes cleaning the air handler
All vent grills are removed and cleaned
We put tarps down every were work to protect our customer’s floors.
Vent systems are sanitized with antifungal & anti-odor solutions to stave off mold, mildew, allergen's,
and bad odor
Vent openings between the vents and attic are sealed when putting the registers backs
The entire house is vacuumed to remove all debris
We balance the system so air is distributed were our customers need it most
We also offer bathroom and laundry exhaust vent cleaning

